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ABSTRACT
CHANG, HSING-MING: D-optimal Designs in Linear Regression Models.

(Under the direction of Dr. S., Mandal,)

'Linear regression models' unarguably is the most studied and used topic in applied

statistics and other applications, In the aspect of experimental design, once the choice

of the model and the optimality criterion are identified, along with specified variable

and patameter consttaints, optimal experimental design can be used to find the most

efficient combination set of design variables and the allocation of the number of trials

at the suppoú points.

Tlacing back to 1918, K. Smith wa¡ the first to consider optimal design problem.

Later some of the most profound optimal design theoretical results we¡e explored and

published by Kiefer (The General F,quivalence Theory, 1959).

In this thesis we first have a broad review of the important optimal design theo-

ries and some major optirnality criteria. Also the properties of different criteria are

discussed. In Chapter 2, a brief introduction is given on types of models describing

response and design variables. A simple numerical example of finding optimal design

is demonst¡ated. In Chapter 3, optimality conditions and a class of algorithms are

discussed. The optimality conditions are based on directional de¡ivatives of the crite-

rion function of inte¡est. The class of multiplicative algorithms neatly submit to the

constraints of the general problem we consider. In Chapter 4, some examples of con-

structing D-optimal designs for linear ¡egtession models are demonstrated. The optimal

designs are constructed by using the class of multiplicative algorithms and optimality
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conditions discussed in Chapter 3. The iteration ¡esults are reported for each example.

Some final rema¡Is and fu¡ther research directions are concluded in the final chapter

with ¡eferences which greatly contributed to the process and completion of this thesis.
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Chapter 1-

Introduction

A design of experiment is a structured and organÞed method widely employed by re

searchers/scientists to answer questions of many varieties. Tlpicalþ the goal of an

experiment is to determine the relationship between a process and the response var!

able(outcome) of the process and some facto¡s and interactions between factors quan-

titatively. The "Design" of an experiment ¡efers to the consideration and st¡ucture of

the experiment, especially with ¡eference to:

1. the experimental factors(treatment combinations) and their values/levels included

in the study

2. the types and number of experimental units included in the study

3. the randomization rules/procedures by which the experimental units are assigned

to treatments(or vice versa)

4. the type of measurements made on the experimental units for the purpose of the

interests

The optimal design theory was fi¡st developed for the linear models. In this thesis

we will sta¡t with some general descriptions of optimal design theory mainly for linear
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models. Then we continue to review some fundamental concepts of optimal design

theory and further give some illust¡ation on how to device specifically the optimal

design and some practical examples of using optimal designs in experimental design

setting.

Optimal designs a¡e useful when certain c¡iteria in the experiment are of importance

and/or the standard classical designs a¡e not suitable for two major reasons:

1. standard full or fractional factorial designs require too many runs for the amount

of time or resou¡ces allocated for the experiment

2. the design space is constrained(or certain factor levels, therefore treatments, are

not available)

Some examples are given in Neter, Kutner, Nachtsheim and Wasserman (1gg6). We

may first look at a simple probability model:

v - efula,9,o) (1. 1)

where gr is the response variable in an experiment, and a random error term, given that:

o r : (¡¿t,æ2,'.' ,r*)î are the explanatory variables, input values or design var!

ables in an experiment usually known or selected by the experimenter, ø ç .y C

IR*; .Y is called the design space;

. Q: (0t,02,...,0¡);

r ø is a nuisance parameter, which is unknown but not of the maín inte¡æt when

constructing an optimal design;
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. 9(,) is a distribution model of g and is a function of @,9,o).

Experimenters a¡e ftee to vary the e><perimental conditions by selecting different

¿ ftom the design space(,Z) and observe the changes in the response y : y(ø) which

is a ¡andom variable with variance ?,ar(g(o)) : o". o2 is generally assumed to be

independent of the input va¡iable ø.

Linear regression design models which are linear in the unknown parameter coeffi-

cients d, have expected value of y(ø) in an explicit form:

Eluls,Q,ol : ÍlølL (1.2)

: îrfr(a) + ozfz@) + ... + oxÍ*(ø.)

where l3(ø) : (fr(ù, fr@),.. . ,,f*(q))t is a ,t dimensional vector of real-valued func-

tion on design space .T.

Flom above, one may say that in order to construct an optimal experimental design,

the experimenter must first specifu the following:

1. the model

2. the feasible treâtment combinations region

3. the total number of trials/runs allowed for the experiment, n

4, a specific optimal design criterion for selecting treatment combinations f¡om the

feasible region and for allocating experimental units n to the selected treatments

Knowing that only n trials are allowed due to limited time and resources, the prob-.

lem now would be at what values of ø(levels of factors) should we make observations
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on the response gr in order to have âs accurate and precise as possible of an infe¡ence on

the parameters 4. such a search for the best selection of treatments or the allocation

of r¿ trials to the selected treatments would be the focus of the construction of optimal

experimental designs in this thesis.

In linear regression models gr : Ír(s)Q+ e, or in expectation:

EIYI: xg DlYl:62¡" (1.3)

whe¡eY:(9r,U2,...,An)r,Xisar¿xkmatrixwiththe(i,j)¿Àelementbeing/¡(ø¿),

and it can be easily derived that the best linear unbia¡ed estimate ! of@ is the solutions

of linear equations:

(XTX)T/: XTY (1.4)

in v¡hich the dispersion matrix of â, D@): El(O_- g)(?l- g)rl, is minimized.

Since the experimenter selects X, one must ensu¡e that the ft x,h matrix (X"X) is

non-singular meaning that the inve¡se matrix (XrX)-l exists and therefore the¡e is a

unique solution for â:

þ: lxrx¡-'xrv

with Efll : Qand D(Q): o2(xrx)-l

Flom above we can see that the dispersion matrix .O (¿) does not depend on d and

is proportional to the matrix (X'X)-,. In order to obtain better inference on {, we

can select X such that (XT X¡-t is minimized or X"X is large, so that D(p) is as small

as possible. However, if the design space is continuous, we first need to discretize the

design space.

(1.5)



L.1 Discretizing the Design Space

The line¿¡ regression design model, ElAlg.,Q,ol: lr @)e, can be written as

Elulv,0,ol: f A

whereE : U,@), h@),. . ., Í*(s))r, a € y and y : (g e Rå : E : (k@), h@), . . ., /t(g))'),
xer).

Intuitively choosing a design condition r in the restricted design space .? is equiv-

alent to choosing a k-element vector g in the closed bounded k-dimensional space

V : l@). l,r is the image of .T under the vector valued function I_: Ur, k,... , /l,)r.

V is called the induced design space(or design locus).

In theory the design space is usualþ assumed to be continuous, but for practical

purposes, V can be assumed to be discrete, which is more close to applications in

real problems, A (rjustification" 
for this can be seen in Mandal (2000, Theorem 1,8.1:

Carathéodory's Theorem). This theorem says that for any experimental design p with

more than [qlÐ+ll support points and information m a,uix MQt),it is always possible

to find a design p with a support of at most I&GP + 1] points. Therefore any contin-

uous optimal design measure can be replaced by at least one finite discrete probability

distribution.

Now to obtain an observation y, one must first choose a vector g from the discrete

design space 7 consisting of "I distinct vectors, g1,q2,...,3¡,. For this we may assume

that choosing a g can be done without error so that the e¡ror-in-variable problem is

not a concern,

(1.6)
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Two simple but important design problems may be defined in search for an optimal

design experiment:

i, At which ofthe points, or vertices, gj,j :1,2,...,./, should we obtain a response

g on,

2. With limited time and resource€, suppose we can only obtain z¡ observations, we

must decide how many observations, n¡, to obtain at ui, such lhal 0 < ni < n,
Jj :7,2, '. . , J and Dn¡ : n.

j=1

Now the info¡mation matrix XrX can be expressed as:

J
xrx : M(n\ : \-n,u,¿Î

i=r
: VNVT

(1.7)

where2: (h,n2,...,n¡)r, V:I-.',!',...,g¡]), and N: d,i,ag(ry,n2,. .. ,n¡).

Intuitively, now we would like to choose n to make the information matrix XTX :
M (n) as big as possible. Since n¡'s must be integers which we are solving for in

a design, this type of integer programming problem is described as an exact design

problem. In general integer-programming problems are more difficult to solve even

without additional constraints in consideration. Calculus theories are more readily

applicable to continuous desiga problem and a solution n ha¡ to be worked out for

different values of z¿ in a design if one chooses so to seek optimal 2- directly.

To avoid solving the integer-programming problem, however, we can take a close¡

look at the mafitx M(I!). Suppose we write:
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Mh\ : \-n,u.øT

J: nlUr,uT
- n -'-"

J
: nY n,u,uT

i=I
: nVPVr:nM(p)

J
where Mþ) : D p¡a¡ú : VPVT, pj : +, the proportions of n observations taken

a,t !j, P: d,i,agþt1,p2,. . . , ?¡) such that p¡ > O and f p¡ : t.
i-r

Given r¿ for a design, then to make XTX large is equivalent to making M Qt) larye

subject to pj :3, i : 1,2,. . . , J. The original exa¡t design problem becomes now an

approximate dæign problem with constraints p¡ > 0 and f Or:, The approximate
j=r

design problem is easier and more flexible to work with to find the optimal weights

?j and an approxìmate solution 4* of the original exact design problem can be easily

obtained by multiplication n x p*, where p- : @i,pi,,..,pi) is the optimal design

weights. p* is ¡ounded to the nearest "integer" exact design.

It is interesting to note thet p : (fu,p2,. .. ,p¡) can be thought of as a resulta¡t

probability distribution on l/ and M (7t) can also be expressed as:

M(p): E,þ{l

where p@:9t) : 'pt.

Finding an optimal design is simplified by finding p¡ assigned to design points



l¡ € ?. Such a design may include p¡ : 0, meaning g, is not selected for a design.

1,2 Design Measure

lVe have mentioned above that p: (ptpz,...,p¡) can be thought as the resultant

probability distribution on ì/, but since V is the image of .l under /, an induced

design space, we can also think of p : (h,pz,.. .,p.¡) as a probability dist¡ibution or

a "measure" on the original design space ,t, By convention the notation used for the

design measure is { and is reptesented as:

over /

whe¡e the fi¡st row of { gives the possible values of design variables with associated

design weights p¡, j :1,2,..., J, on the second row and that !(d,r:t,0Sp¡<1,
j:1,2,.,.,J.

1.3 Support of a Design Measure

In the design space, support of a design me¿sure is defined to be the vertices q¡,

j : 7,2, .. . , J, associated with positive design weights of p. The notation for support

of a design measure is:

SuwG): {u¡ eV,p¡>0, j:1,2,...,J} (1.8)

Very often we see in an optimal dæign {', such that the support Su.W(€r) is strictly a

subset of Y.
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L,4 Standardized Variance of the Predicted Response

The predicted response value at given ø is:

û(s) : Í'(ùâ' + h@)6r+ .. .+ f,,(s.)êr: l'@)A. (1.e)

where /"(q) : ff,(s.),k@.),.. ,.f¡(E)), þ: lxrx¡-rxrv.

We also know that D(î/): o2(Xr X)-1, where ø2 is a constant andXrX:nM(p).

Then,

D(û@)) : n(f@)01:f@)n@)lrs) (1.10)

: fr(ø)o'z(xrx)-tf(o)

: f(s)o,("u(p))-'l(ø)
: r'@)tu'@)Í@) (4 is¿constant)

-IL-n
^2: "=l'@)tø-'(p)Í(s.)
fL-

^2: !- d(x.n\n '-"'

where Mþ) is the information matrix, d,(g,p) is the standardized variance of the pre-

dicted response at given ø and n is the total number of trials in a design. Thus, in an

n trial experimental design ¡vith known 02, d,( .,p) can be expressed as

(1.11)

and easily be calculated,
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1.5 Properties of the Matrix tvt(p)

The information natrix Mþ) has two major properties:

(i) MQt) is a J x J symmetric non-negative definite matrix. Mþ) is symmetric

from it's definition, M(p) : ErIúl : í, poe.oú : V pVa' . Atso,

{u(p)n : {øol-3'ls
: n'Ifúsl
: E,l({p)'l > o (Mand,al,2000)

The dete¡minant of the information matrix is zero if the number of support points is

less than k, the number of parameters of a design.

(2) Suppose we extend the definition ofM to the set G ofall probability distributions

in V. Let M: {M(p): p e G}. Each element of M is a J x J matrix and,iV is

the convex hull of the set ylf : u e V. Note that if p is the design measure having

probability 1 at u, then M(p") : alrit (Silvey, 1980).

L.6 Optimal Design Criteria and Their Properties

Recall that our goal is to make the matrix Mþ) large in some sense to obtain a best

infe¡ence on all or some of the unknown parameters d e @. Difierent experiments

may have different rules on how Mþ) should be made large. We may consider making

M$t) larye as maximizing a re¿l valued function /þ) : ,þ(M (p)). The funcrion / is

often called a c¡ite¡ion function. The criterion defined is called foptimality and such

a design which maximizes þþ) is called foptimal design.
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In this section we discuss possible design criteria of interest a¡d their properties.

For all the optimality v/e choose a design which maximizes the defined criterion func-

tion. Consider the following two ca6es:

Ca¡e I
First we conside¡ the case when the inference on all the parameters ! of a Iinear model

is of inte¡est. As shown in chapter 1, Mþ) must be a non-singular and positive definite

matrix. In this case, possible design c¡iteria to consider are D-, G-, A- and E- optimal

designs.

(1) D-optimality

The most studied optimal design criterion and employed in application is the D-

optimality. The criterion function is defined to be

ëo(p) :tþo(M(p)) :tos d,etlMþ))l : -tos det(M-rQt)). (1.12)

A probability measure p* is said to be D-optimal when

d,et(u (st' )) : sup det(M(P))
p

(1.13)

or equivalently when p* minimizes d,et(M-t Qt)).

J. Kiefer and J, Wolfowitz (1960) showed that it is equivalent to choosing p* such

that

sup d(a,p.): ¡ç (1,14)
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where d(o , p) : f (r) U" (ù t(ø) is the standardized va¡iance of the predicted response

and k is the number of parameters in the linear model.

One motivation for choosing D-optimality is the interpretation of the joint confi-

dence region for the estimate of the vector of unknown parameters d e O in linear

model like in multivariate analysis. If we assume normality of the e¡ro¡s in the linear

model and we k¡ow that the variance of the ætimator f is proportional to M-rQt),

then the joint confldence region of d can be expressed by an ellipsoid of the form

{a,@.-Ð'M@)@-Ð <c\, (1.15)

fo¡ some critical value c where ! is the least square estimator of d. The volume of

the ellipsoid is proportional to ld,et(M (fl)lì and it's desi¡ed to have small ellipsoid

for better inference. D-optimal criterion chooses Mþ) to minimize the ellipsoid and

therefore ldet(M(ù)l+ or equivalently to maximize d,et(M(p)) or log[det[Mþ)]1. The

value of log[deú(Mþ))] is finite if and only if Mþ) is non-singular, meaning that all the

unkno¡vn parâmeters d are estimable. D-optimality is the most well studied problem

which can be seen in published books or articles by Kiefer (19,59), Fedorov (1922),

Silvey (1980), Atkinson and Donev (igg2), Torsney (198i), Mandal (2000) etc., having

some properties as the following.

At this point it is interesting to mention l-optimality. An I-optimal design differs

from a D-optimal design only that the expected integrated mean squared error of pre-

diction of ¿ model generated by least-squares fitting the responses to a linear stetistical

model is minimized in an l-optimal design.
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Properties of ío(p): tþo(U(p))

(i)ry'¡ is an increasing function in M (p) e M where.ÂZ is the set of all positive definite

symmetric matrix, ie. for MtMz e M,

tþo(M + Mz) 2tþo(Mù. (1.16)

(ii)/¡ is a concave function in Mþ).

(iii)When /¡ is finite, it is diffe¡entiable with fi¡st derivative being

ôó^-fi:riu-'6rnt. (1.17)

(iv)/¿ is invariant under a non-singular linear transformation of V, ie., suppose V :
(ur,ur, . .. , o.¡) is transform d to W : (wr,wz, .. . , u.¡) under the linear transformation

Aj: AU.V j, ie. assigning weights p¡ to vertex w¡, and A is a k x ft mâtrix, then

Ôo(tø.(P)): öo(u,(p)) + cunstant.

To maximizæ óo(U.(p)) is equivalent to maximizing öp(U,(p)),

(1.18)

Theorem

The weighted sum of the standa¡dized variances ofthe predicted response over all points

of the design equals the number of paramete¡s & in the linear model, see Mandal (2000)

for a simple proof, 
r

Dp¡d( ¡,ù:n (1.1e)
¡=t



In a continuous design,

I d'@,ù dp(s): k.
t*

Theorem

The function logd,etlM (p)l is a concave function(Mandal, 2000)

(1.20)

(2)G-optimality

The purpose of this criterion is to choose a design which minimizes the maximum value

of. f M-r Qt)y which is proportional to the variance of o"â : ?6¡, the predicted r+

sponse. Kiefer and Wolfowitz (1960) published an article which includes the proof of

equivalence of G-optimality and the D-optimality criteria.

Properties

(i)ry' is an increasing function over the set of all positive definite symmetric matrices

M(p) e M.

(ii)ry' is concave on ,rV.

(iii)/6 is invariant under a non-singular linear transformation of 7. We can see this sim-

ply by considering the same linear transformation in part (iv) of D-optimality. Having

M-(P):WPWT and,W : AV,



óc@) : ,þc(u(p)): _f.1ä úu;,(p),

y¿¡úu;,(ùw
: - max uT(W pwT\-rw

uew-'

frg.Øu)'ØveØv)\-'Ap
: - Írâx f AT(AV PVr Ar\-r Aar€A-rw -

mæ+ f Ar ( Ar)-1 (v Pvr\-t A-'L AaaeA-rw '

: -,J11ì'* f u;'(p)p-

: óc(u(pÐ: óa(p)

where P : di,agQt1,p2,. .. ,p.¡) and W : (q,w2,.. . ,u¡)

(3)A-optimality

The criterion function of z{-optimality is defined by

ô¡(p): tþ¡(M(p)) : -Trace(M(p)). (i.21)

Recall the k x k dispersion matrix D(tî) which is proportional to M-1þ). The

criterion function of an A-optimal design desires to minimize the sum of the variances

of the parameter estimates â, but without information on the correlations among them.

Since only the fr diagonal elements of M-t Qt) need to be calculated, computationally it

is simpler to evaluate fhe þa(çt) criterion function than the previous two. The criterion

was considered by Eltuing (1952) and Chernoff (1958).
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Properties

(i)/¡ is an increasing function over the set of positive definite symmetric matrices

Mk¡) eM.

(ii)ry'¡ is concave on M.

(iii)When /¡þ) is finite, it's differentiable with the first derivative being

UVA _ ^,T ^¡_2 
t^\^,

A^. - Yi "' \Y)Yj (1'22)
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(4)E-optimality

The criterion function of .Ð-optimality is defined by

öø(p) : tþe@(p)): -^,,-JM-t(p)), (1.23)

where À(M-r þ)) denotes the largest eigenvalue of the matrix M-lþ), see Kiefer (1924).

Since the confldence ellipsoid of the parameter estimates â is proportional to the matrix

M-t(p), rhe length of the principle axes of the ellipsoid is associated with the eigen-

values of M-1þ). Thus the c¡ite¡ion function of .Ð-optimality seeks to minimizæ the

variance of the least well-estimated contra.st ôî, such that ala:I.

Properties of Óø(p) : tþø(U (p))

(i)tþe@ @)) is an inoeasing function over the set of positive definite symmetric ma-

trices Mþ).

(ü)1þE(M(p)) is concave on ./i4.

(iii)Let )1, Àr, . . . , À¡ be the eigenvalues of. M (1t) in descending order. /¿ has unique

first partial derivatives with respect to positive weights p¡ when À1 is unique, otherwise

/¿ is not differentiable.

Case II
Now we conside¡ the case q'hen not all ft parameter but s parameters or s linear

combinations of the ,b parameterc 07,02,.. ., d¡ in the linea¡ model are of interest. Let

the s linear combinations be I : A9, where A is a s x ft matrix of ¡ank s ( ft.

For a special case when A: lI "iO), 
where 1, is the s x s identify matrix and O is

the s x (,t - s) zero matrix. In this case we are interested in estimating the first s
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parameters 0r,02,. . . ,0" ofáee.

When Mþ) is non-singular, the covariance matrix of the least square estimate of Ad

is proportional to the matrix AM-t@)Ar. If M (gt) is singular, Graybill (1969) showed

that the requirement for estimating the vector 1 : A9 is that the row space of A is

in the column space of Mþ) which lead to the invariance of the matrix AM-Qt)AT to

the choice of the generalized inve¡se matrix tø- (1t) ot UQt).

A generalized inve¡se of a mat¡ix M is defined as any matrix M- which satisfy

the condition MM-M : M. The generalized inve¡se matrix M- exists but is not

unique for a matrix M. It is only unique when M is a square non-singular matrix and

M- : M-r, Then, in general, to construct a good design would mean to choose p such

that AM- Qt)Ê is minimized. Specifically we will take a look at D.q-, Er and linear

optimality.

(1)Da-optimality

To indic¿te that the design qiterion is dependent of the matrix of coefficients A, sibson

(1974) named the criterion D¡-optimality which the c¡iterion function is defined by

óo^(p) : útn"(ulp¡¡ : -to:detlAM- (p)Ar)1. (1..24)

Properties

(i)ry'¿, is an increasing function ove¡ the set of positive definite symmetric matrices

M(p) eM,

(ii)/p, is a concave function on M
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(iii)/¡^ has the following first partial derivatives with respect to positive weights p¡ ) 0.

: ú M - (p) Ar lAu- (fl .{ )-t Au- (fl yo (1.25)

Since AM- Qt),{ is invariant with respect to the choice of the generalized inverse

M- of M(p), if o¡'s and .4 are in the column space of Mþ), the partial derivatives are

also invariant for any choice of U-(p) of UQt), see Graybill (1969) Theorem 6.6.9 and

Corollary 6.6.9.2.

In the special case when the first s parameters 02,. , . ,0" are of interest, .A can

be written as a [1,:O] matrix and M(p) be expressed âs a partitioned matrix as

*@):l#,ii 
^#í"!;:",)

(1.26)

where M(21) ir øjli)--O transposed. Rhode (1965) and Torsney (i981) showed that

the matrix IAM- @)Arl-1 can be expressed as (M(11) - Mç2) MQt) - ¡4Qt)). For

this special case, choosing a design ? to maximize da, is equivalent to maxÍmizing

óo"(p) :úto^(tø(p)¡ : loïdet(Mçt) - Mþ2)MQ2) - MQt)), which is cailed the D,-

optimality. For reference, see Karlin and Studden (1966), Atwood (1969), Silvey and

Titterington (1973) and Silvey (1980).

(2)-Ð,a-optimality

The criterion function of .Ð¡-optimality is defined by

ôø"(p) :4tø^(u¡7t¡1 : -^,,-,(AM- @),{) (r.27)

ôôoo
ôp¡

wherc À*"n(AM- þ)ár) denotes the largest eigenvalue of the matrix AM- þt)AT , sæ
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Pazman (1986). The motivation for .Ð¡-optimality is the same as for .Ð-optimality and

the properties of the criterion function /¿, are similar also.

(3)Linear optimality

The oiterion function of linea¡ optimality is defined by

óz(p) : tþ z(M (p)) : -t (u- (fl L), (1,28)

where .L is a fu x & matrix of coefficients. d¿þ) is linear in the elements of the covariance

matrw M-(p). Note that if .L is of rank s ( k, then óilp) can be written as

ót (p) : nþilM (p)) : -t(M- (p)L) : -tr(M- (p)Æ A) : -t(AM- (p)A\, (1.2s)

where .4 is a s x & matrix of rank s. In this case, it's easy to ôee the contrast between

L and, D¡- optimal design where D¡- optimality seeks to minimize the determinant

of AM- Qt)Ar and Loptimality seeks to minimize the trace of AM-Qt)Ar. Àlso the

problem becomes an A-optimal design where ,L is an identity matrix 1¡.

Properties of ót (p) : rþt (U (p))

(i)ry'¿ is an increasing function over the set of positive definite symmetric matrices Mþ).

(ii)ry'¿ is concave on M.

(iii)/¿ has the following first partial derivativæ with respect to positive weights p¡,

*ô-!z 
:,6 u - tnl er ¿, M - (p) !¡. (1.30)

In a special ca¡e when ¡: { høs a rank of 1,whe¡eçisakxl vecto¡ of constants,



Elfuing (1952) ¡eferred to this as c-optimality with criterion function being

ó"(p): -{u-(p)p. (1.81)



Chapter 2

Choices of a Model

Optimal experimental designs for linear models depend upon the model chosen to fit

to the collected data. Before the construction of an optimal design of experiment, an

appropriate fo¡m of the model, either linear or nonline¿r in the parameters d, must

first be known or defined to desuibe the data. Therefore choosing a correct model is

important and the appropriateness of the choice of a model can only be dete¡mined

by analysis of the experimental results. This chapter intends to give an overview on

the choice of an apptopriate model. The focus will be on linear models with some

discussions of nonlinear models in section 2.2.

2.L Linear Models of One Factor

The underlying relationship between an observed response g and a factor / or a vector

of design va¡iables ø is usually unknown. Therefore we want to choose a model which

follows the pattern of the observed response over the region of a factor of interest,

\Me begin by looking at the simplest linear on+factor fi¡st-order model of the form

U@):00*0P'
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3+71
11+ 1S*æl3l

,..-u'

Figure 2.1:

Figure 2.1 gives an illustration of 3 simple first-order functions

u@) : 3+7î

Y(ø) : 11+ rgø

g(x) : zs-tsr.

The values of parameters ds and dl are the respective intercept and slope ofeach line.

The rate of increase of 3r(ø) as a function of r only depends on the slope parameter d1,

not on ø. Least square estimation is often the method used to suggest good estimators

of 9s and d1 for this model.

Increase in design variable ø can either inc¡ease or decrease g(o) without a bound

unless a constraint on the region of ø where 3r(ø) is fitted is imposed. However, often

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)
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0

Figure 2.2:

the response does not have a straight-line pattern but a curve with a maximum or

minimum or it increases o¡ decreases to an asymptote. Figure 2.2 gives 3 illustrations

of second-order curves with symmetry about their maximum or minimum.

u@)

s(a)

u@)

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2 6)

16-8øÌ55ø2

20-1,5n14s2

49 -7x - 32s2

The maximum or minimum of this type of functions can easily be found. For

function (2.4), the minimum of g(ø) is at ø : uoÅ. For function (2.5), the minimum of

y(ø) is at ¿ : f which lies outside the region of the ptotted region c : [-1,1]. For

function (2.6), since the coefficient of the ø2 term is a negative value, the function has

a maximum af a: #.More complicated curves may be needed to fit the pattern of
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0

Figure 2,3:

the observed response gr(ø) over some region of r. Thæe curves can be described by the

3"d-orde¡ or higher-order polynomials. Again three examples a¡e illustrated in Figure

2.3 for the functions

y(n) : 73-80î+27û2 - 65r,3

y(a) : tz -i1ø+35ø2+93ø3

s(ø) : i19 -79ø-29ú -49ss

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.e)

Higher-order polynomials are easy to use to fit a trend fo¡ data, however adding

unnecessary terms v¡ill inflate the variance of predicted response from the fitted model.

Increasing the number of the parameters in the model may also increase the number

of trials in an experiment necessary to estimate the parameters, therefore providing

incentives to choose simple models. As mentioned by Atkinson and Donev (1992),
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often in experiments, the response can be dæcribed well by polynomial models of order

no more than two. Other times models modified from those examples in Figure 2.2 with

asymmetry around the single maximum or minimum can be used to describe data. Fo¡

example, the transfo¡mation of the factor to rå or logø is often used in models rather

than adding additional ø3 or ø4 terms in the models.

2.2 Non-Linear Models

Sometimes models non-linear in parameters may be more appropriate describing certain

phenomena. A simple non-linear model example could be

u@) : îore'' (2.10)

Assuming multiplicative error term, Iog transformation can be applied to the model

to get

u'@) : lo80ol îtloïat+ error

: 0'o + ïla\ + errar.

(2.11)

(2.1.2)

(2.13)

Bates and Watts (1988) mentioned the Hougen-Watson model fo¡ chemical ¡eaction

kinetics,

0ar2 - -Lr3rnlo: -õ

7]-îfiti0zîzl0zrz

where 01, . . . , d5 ârê unknown parametets with input fa,ctors ør, t2 and û3 being hy-

drogen, n-pentane and isopentane respectively. No simple transformation can be used

to make this model linear. There may be cases when no line¿r transformation for a
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non-linear model is possible as above, or cases when the usual error assumptions are

not met by the transformed model. In other cases, non-linear models may have good

theo¡etical properties where estimation of parameters is of direct interest. Also, there

are cases that the response can only be described by a non-linear model. Atkinson and

Donev (1992) gave an example of a simple non-linear model

y(c):000 - erp{-efi}) (2.14)

This model is often used to describe the growth rate of cells or bacteria.

A note on the advantâge of nonlinear models is that if based firmly on theory,

extrapolation over the values of r often does not produce seriously erroneous prdictions

in response where the same does not apply to linear models of polynomials. However,

a disadmntage of non-linear models in optimal dmign is that estimation of parameters

depends on the values of the parâmeters.

2,3 Response Surface Models

When two or more factors a¡e included in a model, we call it a response surface model.

Figure 2.4 gives an example of contou¡s of a function of a response surfa¡e with two

facto¡s without interaction.

v(x):3*5q¡7s, (2.15)

The surface of this function is a plane in a 3-D space. The contour lines are equi-

spaced and the rate of inc¡ease of g(o) by increasing one unit of 11 is independent of

c¡ and is the same for ø2 of ø1.
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l0

0

-5

t0

Figure 2.4:

If an inte¡action term is present in the model as in equation (2.16), the contours

now becomes hyperbolae instead of parallel lines as illustrated in Figure 2.5. The rate

of increa¡e of g(ø) with the increment of ø1 by one unit is now dependent of ø2 and

vice versa. The same applies to models with more than two factors.

uþ):3+6ql7x2¡Lgstr, (2.16)

F\rthermore, to describe curvature, if present in the response surface, square terms

of facto¡s need to be included in the model. Figure 2.6 gives an example of contours of

y(a) : (a¡ - 4)2 + (zrz -3)2 ¡ 1.5r¡c2

: r? + 4ú - 8q - 12n2 + 7.5î1û2 + 25

(2.17)

(2.18)
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with a single minimum value at ø1 : ff and ø, : #. Often not all of the 2d-order

terms are needed in orde¡ to model the cutvature in the response when there are many

factors included in the model.

2,4 Examples

Examples 5.1 and 5.2 in Atkinson and Donev (19g2) are good examples of models of

a single quantitative factor and choice of design. Similarly suppose we have a simple

linear regression model,

uþ) : oo-t op.

For a design having n : 3 trials, we can write

(2.1e)

Y'l
Uzl

Yrl

rnt
laz
lrs [;:]

,1]-lj]

(2.20)

(2.21,)

:X0

where q :
:';l.: il ;i]'*": [;:]

Clearly the matrix X depends on ø and the model of choice. Suppose the design

variable ø e X : l-1,1]. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the design problem can be

formulated as to choose 7¿ points in the design space # to give best estimate of d.

rhree possible designs are - .n*" r: 
I 

-|1 

] 
,
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For model 2.19, it is easy to see

XTX:

det(XrX)

The cova¡iance mat¡ix for the least square estimah â :

that the information mat¡ix

n fr,li=t I
I

,Ð'' E"? I

l" Ë,': det I " 
t;t

LÐ"' ,ì"1
: nÐ(r'-t)".

| ' -'l'": Ll : j ""' 
xrx:

i 2),^r*arþ)t:ros(3):

l1 ,l] 
and xrx: [:, ; ] ,,,,',,u",

u-,(p) : 
I å å ] bsdettM(p)t: -0,1178

(2.22)

(2.23)

o2(xrx)-t : *"Lr"

0o

â,

D,? -D''i=l i=l

-Dø, n
(2.24)

l; :1 M@:

-0.4055 and

f-r
For the desisn o: I o

Lr
rx'x: iå i] m-'@):

-tracelM(p)l: f .

|- -r I
For the design o : | -t IL'l

we can find tlr¡ to O. | 
-1,L3

v_

-rl-ã- |
l,rl
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and -tracelMQt)l: -2,
I -r I

Athirdpossiblechoiceof designisr: I t'l,*nnt-r1r¡ : li îl
Ltl L;- sl

logd,et[M (p)l and -tracelM (gt)] are also found to be -0.i128 and -2 respecrively.

We can see from this example that fo¡ the 1d-order model g(ø) : 0010fi given only

three üials aveilable for the experiment, with the given three possible designs, according

to D-optimality where the crite¡ion function log det[Mþ)] is to be maximized, it is

If the criterion is to minimize the maximum of the standardized variance d(ø,p),

f-'l
for ø: | 0 

| 
, the maximum of d(ø,p) is

LlJ

preferable to choose the design at ø :

^yd(t,p) 
:__

-11
-1 lor
1l

it ] 
-*t be prererable'

ìtl "*'*"0"'*": li ]

r.¡.ù<Ír(0)M4@)l@)

''.o[r "rlå ;]l;]
e^2

max(t+f)

2.5

-rl
-'1,
1J lt'l

atø:-1 o¡ 1. Forr:

møx d,(a,p) is 3 atr:-1. ø:

In this example we see that

not satisfy anothet.

møx d,(a,p) is 3 at ø : I and for ¿ :

the same design satisfying one optimal criterion may



Chapter 3

Optimality Conditions and
Algorithms

Before determining optimality conditions, it is impoÌtant to discuss the optimization

problems we want to consider. In this thesis we mainly discuss two classes of optimiza-

tion problems.

Problem (P1)

To maximize e criterion dþ) ove¡ the measure P = {p : (pt,pz,. . . ,pr),f p¡ :
, o='

1,p¡ 2 0|. The condition Dp¡ : L makes this a non-degenerate constrained optimiza-
j=1

tion problem over a closed bounded support region.

Problem (P2)

To maximize r/(ø) over the convex hull(with vertices G(or), G(Ar),.. .,G@)),

J
c11{ç(v)} : {a: a(p) :lnic(!.),n: (h,pz,...,pr ep} (8.1)

whereGisaoneto-onetrånsformationândV:(q,y2,...,4,)isaknownsetofvector
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vertices of fixed dimension. Statistically we may also ¡ender that aQt) : øofc(fl1

assuming G(g) is a random variable with probability p¡ at vertex G(or).

Clearly (P2) is a more generalized and practical optimal linear regression prob-

lem. Carathéodory's Theorem guarantees that over the continuous unbounded space V

the¡e is at least one discrete optimizing distribution l. Problem (p2) may differ from

problem (P1) in seve¡al ways, such as

¡ The interest may solely be the optimizing support ø*.

o A unique optimizing ø' does not imply a unique optimizing p*.

o An optimizing p* may have zero weights, ie., the optimum lies on the boundary

of P and P¡ : 0 for some j.

The approach we will adopt is to seek out p* ¡ather than directly seeking out øú

maximizing ry'(ø) over C11{ç(V)} and finding a distribution p* such that x(p.) : a..

3.1 Optimality Theory

We can analytically solve for solutions to construction of optimal designs in simple

cases. In practical problems, it's often not possible to find an explicit solution p*, or

to derive such a design explicitly as the size of the design space increases. Itetative

techniques are required and special algoÌithms are devised to solve constrained optimal

design problems with aid of computer software. Flom Section 1.1 we know that by

discretizing a continuous dæign space, there always exists ân optimal measure with

finite support points. We wish to find the optimal measure p* which typically will

be on the boundary of convex fuill C71{Ç (V)}, especially when } is a discretization
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of a continuous space. This implies that at the optimum the¡e will be zero weights

corresponding to some suppoft points. We define optimality conditions in forms of

directional derivatives of a criterion function {(.).

3.1.1 Directional Derivatives

Let

s(p, q,e) : þ{(t - e)p + eq}

where /(.) is a crite¡ion function. The directional derivative Faþ,qj of the criterion

function /(.) at p in the di¡ection of g is defined as (Whitile, 1923)

Fø{p, q} : t*. 
tþþ+i@ : W#à1_,. (3.3)

The derivative Faþ, g) exists even if /(.) is not differentiable. If {(.) is difieren-

tiable, then (3.3) becomes

(3.2)

Fo{p,q} : (ø - n),ffi : (q - p)rd

J: 
Ðk'-n)a',

where d¡ : ffi, l:7,2,..., J and, d: ft.
In problem (P1) when p € P, F¡ can be expressed as

J

F¡: Faþ,e¡\: d¡ -Dp'dr,
i:1

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

where d¡ : ff is ttre partial derivative of / with respect to the j¿ö component ofp and

e¡ is the j" unit vector. We call .$ the vertex directional derivatives of. þ(.) af p.
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The importance of F6{p,q} is its utilization in our algorithms to check for conver-

gence and therefore finding optimal measurep*. To dete¡mine the optimality conditions,

we use an importânt theorem(Kiefer, 1959) as stated below.

Vertex Direction Optimality Theorem Let 3 : Cli{g (V)} and øssurne that tþ(r)

ß concaue on E and tþ(.) i,s d,ffirenti,able at the point nþf), then n@.) moilmdzes þ(.)

on 3 i,J and, only iJ

F,¡{a(p.),G(a¡)}

Fe{c(p-),G(u¡))

when p] > 0

when pj : 6.

:0

<0

when pj > 0

when p] : 0,

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.e)

(3.10)

(3.11)

(3.1,2)

FYom above theo¡em and equâtion (3.6), a corollary of the Vertex Direction Opt!

mality Theorem can be made.

Corollary

If .S : P, {þ) is (weakly) concave on P and p* is a differentiable point of / on p, then

p* maximizes þ on P if and only if

or equivalently,

aó å .a¿
ar; : k'; ðoi

ôd . $", ôd
ôpï - ?'' api

F¡:o
.¿<0

where pj > 0

where pj : 0.



3.2 Algorithm

Having the usual constråint on the dlscrete probability measure pt,pz,.,.,p.¡ being

non-negâtive and summing to 1, a suitable multiplicative algorithm (Torsne¡ 19ZZ)

which induce nice properties is

(3.13)

where /(ø) is strictly a positive increasing function in ø and may depend on one or

more free parameters, and øj") : dj, 01 Fl') defined as

(3.14)

J
r,ø : aft - DeÍ")¿Í"t directional de¡ivatives at p : pØ . (3.i5)

i

This type of iteration was fi¡st proposed by Torsney (1977), taking ø : d, l@) : dõ

with 6 > 0. This requires the derivatives d¡ to be positive. Subsequently Silve¡

Titterington and Torsney (1978) studied choices of ó for the same /(d); Torsney (1983)

considered l@): eoo; Torsney and Alahmadi (1992), Mandal and Torsney (2000) and

Torsney and Mandal (2001) considered and explored other choices of/(.). See Mandal,

Torsney and Carriere (2004) fo¡ further developments of the algorithm for optimal

designs with two constraints.

Having such conditions imposed on /(.), above authors found some properties as

the following:

o p(") is ¿1q¡.tr feasible, with respect to their constraints,

ol'', : 
#1,=,,,,
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. F4{p(ò,p(r+r)} > 0. The equality is simple to see when the d¡'s corresponding

to non-zero weights p¡'s have a common value, d, ie. x¡ : d¡ : d or when

ai:Fi:0.

eç*,) : !:") Í.þi) : pt'' Íj(d). : p(,)

tr¡"r¡(ø;) /(d)Ðpl',

By (3.2) and (3.3), it's easy to se€ Fo{p,p} :0. An iterate p(") is a fixed point of

the iteration if the partial derivatives(dj")) corresponding to non-zero pj") are all

equal. This is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for p(') ¡o solve problem

(P1). So we may say that at optimality conditions, the solution to the design is

a fixed point of the iteration for any subset of V.

Some modification of the algorithm would be needed if there are many zero optimal

weightsþ¡). Mandal and Torsney (2004) explore one such modification based on a

clustering approach. This is related to the fact that the support points of a discretized

design space can be viewed as consisting of some cluste¡s of design points.

The choice of /(,) plays an important role in the convergence of the algorithm.

Convergence rates also vary according to the choice of the free parameter(s) in the

algorithm.

Next in this chapter, we will consider different choices of /(.) and its ergument

on their ¡ate of convergence in flnding optimal measures for different models linear in

parameters. Then we will ¡vork out examples of constructing D-optimal designs,



Chapter 4

Construction of Optimal Designs

Now we consider some examples in constructing D-optimal designs having the usual

constraint on the probability measure f,p, : t, pt 2 0 Vj and the support from a

region of a closed bounded convex set. If extra constraints were imposed on p, then

the Lagrangian approach can be used to find the optimal design (Mandal et al., 2004).

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the criterion function and the information matrix for D-

optimality respectively are

t. nþo(M (p)) : tos d,etfM (p)l and

J
2' M(P): ÐP¡Yoú.j=r

We first consider some choices of /(ø) for the five examples which were studied by

Silvey et al (1978), Wu (1978) and Mandal (2000). Example 1wa6 originated by Wynn

(1970). The examples were defined by their design spaces as the following.

Example 1: V : {(1, -1, -1)", (1, -1, 1)r, (1,1, -1)1, (1,2,2)r}

Example * | : {(1, -1, -1)r, (1, -1, 1)?, (1, 1, -1)", (1,2,8)"}
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Example 3: V : {(1, -1, -2)", (1, -1,1)r, (1, 1, -1)1, (i,2,2)r}

Example 4: y : {(1,1, -1, -1)?, (1, -1,1, -1)", (1, -1, -1, -1)1,
(1,2,2,-1)r,(1,1, -1,1)1, (i, -1.5,1, 1)r,

(1, -1, -1, 2)")

Example 5: u : {(1, 1, -1, -1)", (1, -1,1, -i)", (1, -1, -1, -1)1,
(1,2,2,-t)r, (1,1, -1,1)r, (1, -1.5, 1,1)",

(1, -1, -i,2)", (1,1,1.5, 1)?)

Finding an optimizing pt is an example of problem (Pi) with criterion function and

information matrix being

. ö(p): tos{det(M(p))}

J. M(p): Dp¡v.ú.

Solving for an optimizing p*(for Examples 1 to 5) is an example of problem (p2)

where

. G(a):ú;

¡ u e V C IRÈ, y is the induced design space;

. û: t(p): M (gt) is a symmetric k x k matrix and

. !t(c) : Ios{d,et(a)} : þ(p).

Tables 4.1 - 4.3 summarize the performance of algorithm (3.13) in finding D-optimal

designs of Examples 1 - 5 and some linear models with different choices ofl(ø) satisffing

the conditions imposed.
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We first considered choices of /(ø) with ø : d, in particular, î (d) : d,6 , then /(d) :
erp(6d), f (d.) : In(e+6d,), f (d.) : lere@d,)ll|1+erp(6d)l and J@) : 1..000r+enp(-6d.).

In Tables 4.1 - 4.3, the numbe¡ of ite¡ations needed to achieve ,pgr{4} < 10-", for

n : 1, 2, 3 and 4, were ¡ecorded. ,Ç are the vertex directional derivatives at pr(')

towards pr("+r). In all cases the initial weights pr(o) were assigned equal weights 1/J,

j :7,2,.. . , J. The programming and results were obtained using Minitab version 14.

In all tables of iteration counts, the ¡elative best choices of ô a¡e in bold font. For

each example or regression model, different choices of /(ø) yield similar optimal design

solution and onþ one approximated design space at inte¡vals of 0.1 with corresponding

weights are reported.

Examples i - 5 have fixed vertices and their optimal design measures are reported

in Table 4.1. The solutions a¡e similar to those of Mandal (2000) but the number

of iterations required for convergence are diffe¡ent due to the fa¡t that the criterion

function we considered is /¡(p) in (1.12), not the standardized oiterion.

Note that in all tables, a symbol "x" is used to replace an iteration number when a

convergence ofthe algorithm can not be rea¡hed with the corresponding choice of /(d)

or /(F) and ô value(s).
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Table 4.1

Example 1: Number of iterations needed to achieve znaø{.e} < 10-"

(d):dd
ô n:i n:2 n:3 n:4

0.5 4 76 31 47

1171.422
7.252611 16

7.425914
1.524913
1,626812
1.6535913
1.73711 15

26772947

f(d):exp(ôd)

â n:i n:2 n:3 n:4
0.4924913
0.525913

0.51 25813
0.6226813
0,5335972
0.54369L2
0.5536913
0.5637i0 13

0.63913 19

f(d):ln(e+dd)
ô n:1 n:2 n:3 n:4

0.5 8 33 65 98

16275380
1.5 6 25 50 76

2626507ó
2.5 6 25 50 76

362551 77

weights(p) u

0.12507 (1,-1,-1)

0.28722 (1,-1,1)

0.28722 (1,1,-i)

0.37249 (1,2,2)



f(d):l.0001 + exP(-ôd)

ô n:l n:2 n:3 n:4
0.000i 2 1.0 20 30

0.00ii81522
0,005t7L422
0.01 771522
0.0528i624
0.1 291726

0.25 3 11 22 34

0.5 4 18 35 54

0.6 5 21 43 66

(d):o(ád)
ô n:1 n:2 n:3 n:4

0.1 10 45 88 i33
0.2 7 29 58 88

0.25 6 28 54 82

0.3 6 27 64 82

0.4 7 30 60 91

0.5 I 37 75 115

f(d): [exp(6d)]/[t+exp(6d)]
ô n:1 n:2 n:3 n:4

0.25 8 34 67 101

0.35 7 30 59 89

o.4 7 29 ó7 87
0.5 7 29 58 88

0.6 7 31 62 94

0.75 I 36 73 1t2



Example 2: Number of iterations needed to achieve moøi.$) < 10-".

(d):d6
ô n:1 n:2 n:3 n:4 weights(p) u

0.5 4 26 56 88 0.073455 (1,_1,_1)

1 3 72 27 42 0.291395 (1,_1,1)

1.õ 2 I 77 27 0.311248 (1,1,_1)

1.6 3 8 16 25 0.323901 (1,2,3)

1.65381õ24
7,7491.424

7.75491624
2 71 4t 77 101

f(d):exp(ôd)

6 n:l n:2 n:3 n:4
0.45292031

0.475291829
0.5387728

0.55481625
0.575491624
0.58 4 LO 16 22

0,59 5 11 17 25

0.6 5 11 19 27

f(d):ln(e+ád)
ô n:1 n:2 n:3 n:4

0.5 8 54 115 183

0.6 7 51. i08 171

0.75 7 47 100 159

1 6 44 94749
1.5 6 42 89 1.42

264tE9t4L
2.6 6 42 89 747

364290 143



f(d):1,0001+exp(ôd)

ô n:1 n:2 n:3 n:4
0.001

0,01

0.1

0.25

0.5

0.75

(d):0(ôd)

4

3

4

ù

4

7

13

13

15

19

29

49

28M
27 43

3i 50

47 65

64 r02

104 166

á n:1 n:2 n:3 n:4
0.1 11 74 156 246

0.25 7 46 97 754

0.3 6 4ó 96 162
0.31 7 45 96 153

0.32 7 45 97 1.54

0.35 7 46 99 158

0.4 7 49 106 169

0.5 I 61 133 213

0.75 26 764 369 601

f(d):fexp(6d)]/[t+exp(6d)]

ô n:1 n:2 n:3 n:4
0.25 8 56 i19 188

0.3 7 62 109 773

0.38 7 48 103 i63

o.4 7 4E L02 t62
0.5 7 48 103 163

0.75 I 60 130 207



Example 3: Number of iterations needed to achieve rnoø{.Çi < 10-".
(d):dó

ð n:l n:2 n:3 n:4 weights(p) u

0.5 3 15 28 47 0.243794 (7,_t,_2)

7 2 7 73 19 0.305285 (1,_1,i)

1.5 2 4 81i 0.160567(1,1,_1)
1.6 2 4 7 L0 0.290954 (1,2,2)

1,652571,1,
7.726972

7.7525913
25132331

f(d):exp(ád)

6 n:1 n:2 n:3 n:4
0.4 1610 15

0.4525913
0.47525872

0.524811
0.51 24811

0.5252471,0
0.53247t0
0.5425710
0.5525811
0.637i1 16

f(d):ln(e+ôd)
6 n:1 n:2 n:3 n:4

0.5 7 32 59 86

16264870
1.5 6 24 46 67

26244566
2.26 6 24 4ó 66

2.5 6 24 45 66

36254667
3.5 6 25 47 68



f(d):1.0001+exP(-ôd)

ó n:1 n:2 n:3 n:4
0.001 2713 19

0.01 2713 19

0.1 281522
0.28 2 t7 20 29

0.5 4 17 32 47

0.75 7 28 53 79

f(d):Õ(ôd)

ô n:l n:2 n:3 n:4
0.1 10 43 80 177

0.2 7 28 53 77

0.25 6 27 49 72

0.3 6 26 49 72

0.32 6 26 50 72

0.33 6 27 50 73

0.34 6 27 50 74

0.5 I 36 69 101

f(d):fexp(ôd)]/[t+exp(ád)]

ô n:1 n:2 n:3 n:4
0.25 I 33 61 89

o.4 6 28 62 76

0.5 7 28 53 77

0.6 7 30 56 83

0.75 8 35 67 99
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Example 4: Number of iterations needed to achieve man{F¡} < l0-".

(d):dô
ô n:1 n:2 n:3 n:4 weights(p) u

0.5 11 77 275 453 0.029954 (1,1,_1,_1)

1 6 38 107 225 0.07202 (1,_1,1,_1)

1.5 4 25 71 149 0.230944 (1,_1,_i,_1)

2 7 20 õ3 rtz 0.233506 (r,2,2,-1)
2.05 I 28 56 110 0.183396 (1,1,-1,1)

2.1. 13 56 204 392 0.208186 (1,_1.5,1,1)

0.101994 (1,-i,-1,2)
f(d):exp(6d)

ô n:1 n:2 n:3 n:4
0.4 4 24 67 140

0,45 6 27 59 725

0.49 7 18 64 174

0.õ g 22 53 172
0.51 11 28 56 110

0.52 13 44 94 764

f(d):ln(e+6d)
ô n:l n:2

0.5 27 742

1 18 724

1,5 18 t2r
2 18 723

n:4
832

726

714

727

n:3
396

345

339

343



f(d):1.0001+exp(-ôd)

6 n:1 n:2 n:3 n:4
0.001

0.005

0.01

0.1

0.25

0.,5

(d):o(ôd)

39 110 232

39 109 225

39 109 23r

47 732 277

66 184 388

t22 342 722

6 n:i n:2 n:3 n:4
0.1 25 r73 483 1013

0.19 19 132 369 776

0.195 19 732 368 774

0.2 19 131 367 772

0.2L 19 131 367 77L
0,25 20 734 375 789

0.5 47 340 960 2036

t(d):[exp(6d)]/[t+exp(ôd)]

6 n:l n:2 n:3 n:4
0,2 23 757 437 977

0.29 27 i40 390 820

0.3 20 139 389 818

0.31 20 i39 388 816

0,32 20 139 388 815

0.33 20 139 388 816

0.4 27 1.43 40i 8M

0.5 23 161 457 9õ0

o

6

D

7

10

18
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Example 5: Numbe¡ of iterations needed to achieve znaø{$} < 10-".
f(d):dd

f ¡¡:l ¡:! ¡:l n:4
0.5 I 721 310 559

0.75 6 80 206 372

1 5 60 155 279

1..25 4 48 723 222

243077 138

2.L 6 29 73 132

2.77 6 28 73 734

2.75 5 28 76 x
2.2730xx

2.257xxx

f(d):exp(ôd)

f ¡:l ¡:! ¡:g n:4
0.4 3 38 97 774

0.5 5 30 77 139

0.õ1 5 30 76 136

0,62 5 29 74 L34
0.õ25 6 29 73 134

0.53 6 28 74 x
0.557xxx

f(d):ln(e+ôd)
ô n:1 n:2 n:3 n:4

0.5 16 227 569 i025

7 t4 193 496 895

1.5 13 190 48E EEo

1.6 13 190 488 880

1.7 i3 190 489 882

2 1.4 792 492 888

2.5 1.4 195 501 904

weights(p) u

0.029698 (1,1,-i,-1)

0.011689 (1,-1,1,-1)

0.231184 (1,-1,-1,-1)

0.233576 (1,2,2,-1)

0.183612 (1,1,-1,1)

0.208382 (1,-1.5,1,1)

0.101859 (1,-1,-1,2)

0 (1,1,1.5,1)
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f(d):1.0001+exp(-ôd)

6 n:1 n:2 n:3 n:4
0.001 5 62 159 286

0.005 5 61 ró7 283
0.01 5 62 158 285

0.1 6 74 190 343

0.25 7 103 265 478

0.5 1.4 191 491. 888

f(d):Õ(dd)
ô n:1 n:2 n:3 n:4

0.1 19 270 693 7248

0.175 15 21.0 538 977

0.19 15 206 530 956

0.2 15 205 527 951

o.zL 15 206 626 949
0.3 77 228 586 i059

0.4 25 319 817 7478

0.5 M 538 1378 2497

f(d):[exp(ôd)]/[t+exp(ôd)]

ô n:l n:2 n:3 n:4
0.2 17 2M 627 1i30

0,25 16 225 578 1041

0.29 16 278 560 i011

0.3 15 2r7 558 1007

0,31 15 277 557 1005

0.32 15 2L7 5á7 t004
0.33 16 277 557 i005

0.4 16 224 576 1039

0.5 19 252 647 1169
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The results for different linear models we considered below a¡e ¡eported in Table

4,2, with the same choices of /(ø) considered in Examples 1 - 5, where ø : d.

Linear Models:

t. Elylr) : 0o*0ß

2,Elgløl : 0o*0ßt0zc2

3. E[yln] : 0o 1-0fi t 0zn2 + 0za3

a' ElYlrl : 0o * 0p * 0z¡2 * 0sr3 I ï¿sa

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

Let's take a closer look at the optimal design results for the simple linear model

alulæl:0019fi. The optimal design solution converges to

o- _ { weishts(p) 0.499992 0.000008 0 ... 0 0.000008 0.499992 ì- | x -1 -0.e -0.8 ... 0.8 0.e r J
(4.5)

where "..." are the supports with corresponding zero weights.

Clearly we see above for a simple linear model with the support ø discretized into 0.1

intervals, it has four support points corresponding to non-zero weights. But, note that

the support points can be clearly grouped into two cluste¡s of points, either neighboring

points or single points corresponding to non-zero weights. The two clusters suggest

that for the continuous design space it is â two-point design with one point within each

cluster. Each point has a corresponding weight of the total design weight of its cluster.

It was suggested by Atwood (1976) that âpproximations to these design weights a.re the

conve:< combinations of relevant points within clusters with convex weights proportional

to the design weights.



Therefore, for the simple linear model, on one end we have a support point

-1 x 0.499992+ -0.9 x 0.000008Í: ---:_i wirh weighi 0.5,
0.499992 + 0.000008

and other the other hand we have a support point

1 x 0.499992 i 0.9 x 0.000008 -t: u¿ =t withweight 05'

,.:1*eist'ts{P) 05 05 It ".-'i ;l (46)

Similarly, the solutions for models 4.2 - 4.4 are

,, : { weights(p) 0.33 0.33 0.$ I
| * -1 o t.l, Ø'7)

,- : I weights(p) 0.25 0.25 0.25 o.z* ì

( x '7 -0'445 0'445 
'i j ' *o (4 8)

,. : { weights(p) 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 I . t4.e)
t x -1 -0,66 0 0.66 1. )

respectively.
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Table 4.2

Simple Linear Regression Model: Number of iterations needed to achieve rnaø{.Ç} <

10-".

(d): dd

ô n:l n:2 n:3 n:4
1i02851 75

25t42637
33107725
43713 19

52610 15

10 1358
157235

16.8 1234
2L.6 1123

f(d):exp(ôd)
ô n:l n:2 n:3 n:4
141.42537
22672 18

314872
47369
51247
61235
7L134

f(d):ln(e+ód)
6 n:1 n:2 n:3 n:4

0.5 46 136 248 363

1 35 103 186 272

1.5 32 94 169 246

2 30 90 163 237

2.5 30 89 160 233

3 30 E9 160 232

3.5 30 89 160 233

weights(p) x
0.499992 -i
0.000008 -0.9

0 -0.8

0 -0.7

0 -0.6

0 -0.5

0 -0.4

0 -0.3

0 -0.2

0 -0.1

00
0 0.1

0 0.2

0 0.3

0 0.4

0 0.5

0 0.6

0 0.7

0 0.8

0.000008 0.9

0.499992 1
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f(d):1.0001+exp(-ôd)

ó n:l n:2 n:3 n:4
0,0001

0.001

0.025

0.05

0.01

0.1

0.25

0.5

14 42 76 111

10 30 54 78

10 29 52 76

10 30 54 78

10 29 52 7ó

11 32 56 82

i3 37 66 96

77 50 87 726

(d):Õ(ôd)
ô n:1 n:2 n:3 n:4

0.i 68 204 376 553

0.25 37 1i0 200 293

0.3 35 702 i85 270

o.4 33 97 t74 253
0.45 34 98 775 253

0.5 35 100 178 257

0.6 39 111 794 279

1 95 265 M6 627

f(d): þxp(ôd)l/[t+exp(6d)]
ô n:1 n:2 n:3 n:4

0.1 702 306 564 830

0.4 38 1i3 206 300

0.5 36 105 190 277

0,6 35 103 184 267

0.7 35 104 185 267

0.8 37 107 190 275

| 42 722 2r4 307
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Quadratic Model: Number of iterations needed to achieve moø{.Ç} < 10-".

(d):dd
ô n:1 n:2 n:3 n:4 weights(p) x

0.5 29 257 592 903 0.333331 _1

i 15 128 296 451 0 _0.9

1.5 10 86 797 301 0 -0.8

1.6 I 80 185 282 0 _0.7

7,7 8 75 774 265 0 -0.6

L,7L 8 75 t73 264 0 _0.5

0 -0.4
f(d):exp(6d) 0 -0.8

ð n:1 n:2 n:3 n:4 0 _0.2

0.45 11 94 279 335 0.000373 _0.1

0.5 10 84 797 301 0.332591 0

0.525 6 80 187 287 0.000373 0.1

0.55 8 76 797 273 0 0,2

0.56 8 75 175 268 0 0.3

0.57 10 73 t72 263 0 0.4

0,5E L2 72 169 259 0 0.5

0 0.6

f(d):ln(e+ôd) 0 0.2

6 n:l n:2 n:3 n:4 0 0.9

0.5 60 518 1199 1829 0 0.9

1 29 426 984 1501 0.333331 1

2 46 404 932 L420

3 46 4t2 949 1.446



f(d):1.0001+exp(-6d)

ô n:1 n:2
0.0001 20 777

0.001 15 133

0.00õ 15 130

0.01 15 131

0.05 16 i39
0.1 17 150

0.5 32 299

n:3 n:4
395 602

306 467

300 45E

302 460

320 487

345 526

687 1045

(d):o(6d)
ô n:1 n:2 n:3 n:4

0.26 50 439 1014 1õ46

0.28 50 436 1006 1533

0.3 49 438 1009 1537

0.35 51 455 1046 1594

0.4 53 489 71,24 i710

0.5 63 620 7420 2757

0.6 78 876 2000 3034

f (d):Iexp(ád)]/[t+exp(6d)]

ô n:1 n:2 n:3 n:4
0.35 54 471. 1088 1659

0,39 53 463 1069 1629

0.4 53 462 i066 7625

0.4õ 52 462 1086 L624
0.46 52 463 1068 1627

0.475 52 465 1072 1633

0,5 õ3 470 10E2 1648
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Cubic Model: Number of iterations needed to arhieve max{F¡} < 70-.
(d):dð

ô n:1 n:2 n:3 n:4 weights(p) x
i.5 11 43 r32 227 0.249528 _1

1.6 10 40 t24 273 0 _0.9

7.7 8 38 777 200 0 _0.8

1.85 12 24 r07 184 0 -0.7

1,925 22 48 100 776 0 _0.6

1.9455 30 66 702 772 0.1i3076 _0.5

1.95 32 72 110 1.64 0.137396 _0.4

1.9555 36 78 1.22 166 0 _0.3

1.96 40 86 1.34 182 0 _0.2

1.975 58 128 198 268 0 _0.1

00
f(d):exp(ôd) 0 0.1

ô n:1 n:2 n:3 n:4 0 0.2

0.2 20 83 252 431, 0 0.3

0.3 13 55 168 286 0.137396 0.4

0.35 11 47 143 245 0.1i3076 0.5

0.375 I M 133 228 0 0.6

0.3825 8 42 130 223 0 0.7

0.39 10 47 t27 278 0 0.8

0.3925 12 40 726 276 0 0.9

0,393 L2 40 L26 216 0.249528 1

0.4xxxx

f(d):ln(e+6d)
f ¡:l ¡:l ¡:g ¡:4
1 50 208 638 1097

t.7 49 204 628 10E1

1.8 4S 204 629 1083

1.9 49 205 630 1086

2 49 205 632 1089

2,5 50 205 643 1108

3 53 227 681 1173
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f(d):1.0001+exp(-ôd)

ó n:1 n:2 n:3 n:4
0.0001 20 81 249 428

0.001 16 67 204 351

0.005 16 66 202 347

0.01 16 66 203 349

0.1 19 79 2M 420

0.5 48 797 623 1082

(d):Õ(ôd)
ô n:1 n:2 n:3 n:4

0.1 70 293 893 1533

0.18 54 224 688 1183

0.2 54 220 677 1166

0.22 53 2t9 676 LL64
0.26 54 223 689 1188

0.3 59 240 748 1293

0.4 79 324 7032 1798

0.5 124 527 7778 3019

f(d): [exp(ôd)]/lt+exp(ôd)l
á n:1 n:2 n:3 n:4

0.2 64 265 808 1387

0.28 57 236 724 1245

0.3 57 233 777 1235

0.3i 56 233 776 1232

0,32 56 232 71ó L23L

0.4 58 238 737 7272

0.5 64 264 826 1429
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Qua.rtic Model: Numbe¡ of iterations needed to achieve mar{F¡} < l0-".

f(d):d6
ô n:1 n:2 n:3 n:4

0.5 48 228 410 606

1.5 16 76 136 207

1,.75 10 65 777 772

1.8 12 63 1,1,4 767

1.9 24 58 108 159

1,925 32 56 104 156

1,95 43 80 116 L52
1.9555 47 88 728 166

f(d):exp(ôd)

6 n:l n:2 n:3 n:4
0.1

0'2

0.3

0.301

0.302

0.5

f(d):ln(e+ôd)

49 227 472 609

24 113 205 304

72 73 135 200

t2 72 r34 199

16 70 i31 196

xxxx

ô n:1 n:2 n:3 n:4
0,8 77 364 656 970

r 76 359 646 956

i.,5 76 361 648 959

2 78 368 662 979

weights(p) x
0.199235 -1

0 -0.9

0 -0.8

0,113795 -0.7

0.0885 -0.6

0 -0,5

0 -0.4

0 -0.3

0 -0.2

0.00006 -0.1

0.196819 0

0.00006 0.1

0 0.2

0 0.3

0 0.4

0 0.5

0.0885 0.6

0,113795 0.7

0 0.8

0 0,9

0.199235 1
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f(d):1.0001+exP(-ôd)

6 n:l n:2 n:3 n:4
0.0001 29 737 246 363

0.0005 25 118 2r3 3i5
0,001 25 116 209 309

0.01 25 7r7 270 311

0.1 31 148 265 392

0.5 103 508 906 1340

f(d):Þ(ód)
ô n:1 n:2 n:3 n:4

0.1 96 447 807 1194

0.16 82 387 697 1031

0,17 82 3E7 696 1029

0.18 82 388 698 1.032

0.19 83 391 77r 1052

0.2 84 396 7r1. i052

0.22 86 417 737 1090

0.3 772 546 975 7M2
f(d):[exp(ôd)]/lt+exp(6d)l

ô n:l n:2 n:3 n:4
0.2 90 423 763 1729

0.24 87 410 738 1.092

0.25 87 409 736 1089

0.26 87 409 736 1088

0.3 88 4t-6 748 1106

0.4 100 478 856 1265

0.5 723 600 1072 1585
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4.1 Replacing d,i by F¡ in algorithm (3.13)

The idea of attempting to improve the iteration performance is always under considera-

tion. We can improve the performance in D-optimal designs replacing d¡ by .$ for some

choices of /(d), The motivation is that fo¡ D-optimal criterion, the partial derivatives

of þpþ) are positive and centered at k(the number of parameters p in the linear model).

This may be an disadvantage of some choices of /(ø), whe¡e ø: d,, ie. f (d,): O(ôd).

However, we know that the vertex directional derivatives are 4: d, - Éprd,. tti.
, t:t

implies that Ðp¡F¡ :0. So, if we choose a function l(.) which is centred at zero,
i:r

we may get better convergence rates of the algorithm. Thus, we replace d¡ by $.
Algorithm (3. i3) now becomes

-('+r) ef) Í(FtG\)Pi - gr9/(4,r) (4.10)

where Ff") are the vertex directional derivatives at pj") and /(F) satisfuing the condi-

tions as in (3.13). We consider only choices of /(ø) : (Þ(ø) and /(ø): ffi, where

ø : F. The function /(ø) : eap(õx) is also a possible choice but the performance of

the algorithm has no diffe¡ence, for the reason that p¡ at the next iteration becomes



-("+r) - n!') ilr!')) - pf;) ea'!')
rJ J ,. ,. J

¡o!"'¡1rj'r¡ !r{')rorÍ')
i=l i=l

J
/.\ ¡r -6 E p¡di

P)'e'"i ' e r=r

fþfr);-iÐ*l
: Pf)e6d' : Pt')f@Y))

J .. J

Ðprlle6ú ¡p{"r¡1a{'r¡i:1 i:1

In Table 4.3, we report the performance of the algorithm for models (4.I) - (4.4)

the same way as in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, but replacing il¡ by F¡. Mandal (2000) reported

that for Examples 1-5, both choices of /(ø) : O(r) and /(ø) : ffi with ø : tr'

improve the convergence in all cases over all other choices of /(o) with ø : d. This

observation almost reflects the results here that l(ø) : O(u) OR /(ø) : ffi
improved the convergence in all cases over all other choices of /(.) except for some

models. Specifically, for the Simple Linear Regression Model (4.1), the choice of /(d) :
dó seems to perform equally well, if not better, comparing to both l(F) : iÞ(ôtr') and

f (Ð : **@r# in the algorithm. For the Quartic Model (4.4), relatively /(F) :

ffi performs better than all other choice.s of /(.) in the algorithm.

Note that for the Simple Linear Regression Model (4.i), further exploration of the

choices of ô valuæ for the th¡ee tunctions f @,) : d,õ, l(tr') : Õ(ôF) and /(tr') :

tffi it possible and better convergence rates may be obtained. We stop our inves-

tigation for the time being.



Table 4.3

Linear Model: Number of iterations needed to a¿hieve maalF¡\ < 70-".

(F):o(ôF)
ô n:1 n:2 n:3 n:4
77i9334?
2511 7724
34812 16

4369r2
5368i0
63578

8.43455
15.1 3444
31.33333

f (P):lexp(ôF)]/[1+exp(dF)]

ô n:l n:2 n:3 n:4
0.5 19 56 702 749

0.8 72 36 64 93

110295275
1.5 7 20 35 50

26162738
3511 1825
54812 16

7.5 3 6 8 11

1.4.753456
293444
723333

weights(p) x
0.49986 -1

0.000i4 -0.9

0 -0.8

0 -0.7

0 -0.6

0 -0.5

0 -0.4

0 -0.3

0 -0.2

0 -0.i
00
0 0.1

0 0.2

0 0.3

0 0.4

0 0.5

0 0.6

0 0.7

0 0.8

0.00014 0.9

0.49986 1
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Quadratic Model: Number of iterations needed to achieve rnoø{-S} < 10-".

(F):o(6F)
6 n:l n:2 n:3 n:4 weights(p) x

0.5 72 1.07 247 377 0.333331 _1

0.75 I 72 165 257 0 -0.9

0.8 8 68 155 235 0 -0.8

0.81 I 66 153 232 0 _0.7

0,82 E 64 150 230 0 _0.6

0.83 8 48 174 276 0 -0.5

0 -0.4
f(n):[exp(6F)]/[1+exp(ôF)] 0 -0.9

ó n:l n:2 n:3 n:4 0 -0.2

0.5 20 r71 395 602 0.000363 -0.1

0.8 t2 107 247 376 0.33261 0

0.9 11 95 219 334 0.000363 0.1

1 10 86 198 301 0 0.2

1.3 8 66 152 23r 0 0.3

i.31 8 64 150 230 0 0.4

1.32 I 60 t42 2t2 0 0.5

1.33 8 50 i80 638 0 0.6

0 0.7

0 0.8

0 0,9

0,333331 1



Cubic Model: Number of iterations needed to achieve mar{F¡} < I0-".

(F):0(ôF)
6 n:1 n:2 n:3 n:4 weights(p) x

0.5 10 40 723 212 0.249528 _1

0.6 I 31 1.02 776 0 _0.9

0.61 I 29 99 773 0 _0.8

0.62 S 2ó 79 L57 0 _0.7

0 -0.6

0.113067 -0.5

f(F):[exp(ôn)]/[1+exp(áF)] 0:s7404 -0.4

ô n:l n:2 n:B n:4 0 _0.9

0.5 16 65 198 347 0 _0.2

0.7 11 46 747 242 0 _0.1

0.8 10 40 1.23 272 0 0

0.9 I 35 109 188 0 0.1

0.95 I 33 103 178 0 0.2

0.97 I 31 101 1,74 0 0.3

0.98 I 27 97 777 0.137404 0,4

0.99 I 26 83 165 0.113067 0.5

1 I 23 282 586 0 0.6

0 0.7

0 0.8

0 0.9

0.249528 1
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Quartic Model: Number of iterations needed to achieve maa{F¡} < 1.0-"

(F):o(ôF)
ô n:l n:2 n:3 n:4

0.3 20 95 177 252

0.4 15 77 1.28 188

0.M 13 65 116 777

0,45 13 63 7r4 767

0.46 11 62 111 i64
0.47 I 61 109 160

0.48 11 59 107 757

0.49 15 51 9õ 1ã1

0.5 37 160 294 426

f (F):[exp(ôn)]/{1+exp(dF)l

ô n:1 n:2 n:3 n:4
0.5 19 91 164 24t
0.7 74 65 r77 772

0.72 13 63 115 169

0.74 11 62 1i0 762

0.76 I 60 108 158

0.77 11 59 106 156

0,776 11 5õ 105 15õ

0.78 13 110 253 386

0.8 42 222 414 608

weights(p) x
0.199235 -1

0 -0.9

0 -0.8

0.113794 -0.7

0.088502 -0.6

0 -0.5

0 -0.4

0 -0.3

0 -0.2

0.000057 -0.1

0.196825 0

0.000057 0.1

0 0,2

0 0.3

0 0.4

0 0.5

0.088502 0.6

0.113794 0.7

0 0.8

0 0.9

0.199235 1
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4,2 D-optimal Design in Second-Order Model with
Two Variables

It is also of interest to work on the models with more than one design variable. In

Table 4.4, we worked out the design as an example for a linear model in two variables

ìÀ'ith interâction terms, .Ð[ylc1, ø21: 0o * ïfit 102r,2 | fus,rsr¡ ïaal + [srl. We again

used the l(F) : ffi in the algorithm q'ith ô: 0.5 chosen without concern ofthe

rate of convergence. Taking the convex combinations of the approximated solution, the

optimal support points with corresponding design weights fo¡ this model are

( weights(p) 0.146 0.08 0.146 0,08 0.096 .08 0.146 0.0s 0.146 I
e':1 x1 -1 -1 -1 0 0 0 1 I 1 l.

[ -z -1 0 1 -1 0 1 -1 0 1J
(4.i 1)
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Table 4,4 Quadratic Model of 2 Variables with Interaction: Number of iterations

needed to achieve mar{F¡} < 70-".

f(r):[exp(dn)] /[i+exp(6F)]

weights(p) x1

0.145791 -i
0-1
0-1
0-1
0-i
0-1
0-1
0-i
0-1

0.000024 -1

0.080113 -1

0.000024 -1

0-1
0-1
0-1
0-1
0-i
0-1
0-1
0-1

0.745791. -i

ô n:1 n:2 n:3
0.5 39 220 399

^ ',1

ðll

weights(p) x1 x2

0 -0.9 -1

0 -0.9 -0,9

0 -0.9 -0.8

0 -0.9 -0.7

0 -0.9 -0.6

0 -0.9 -0.5

0 -0.9 -0.4

0 -0.9 -0.3

0 -0.9 -0.2

0 -0.9 -0.1

0 -0.9 0

0 -0.9 0.1

0 -0.9 0.2

0 -0.9 0.3

0 -0.9 0.4

0 -0.9 0.5

0 -0.9 0.6

0 -0.9 0,7

0 -0.9 0.8

0 -0.9 0,9

0 -0.9 1

xz

-1

-0.9

-0.8

-0.7

-0.6

-0.5

-0.4

-0.3

-0.2

-0.1

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1



weights(p) x1 x2

0 -0.8 -1

0 -0.8 -0.9

0 -0.8 -0.8

0 -0.8 -0.7

0 -0.8 -0.6

0 -0.8 -0.5

0 -0.8 -0.4

0 -0.8 -0.3

0 -0.8 -0.2

0 -0.8 -0.1

0 -0.8 0

0 -0.8 0.1

0 -0.8 0.2

0 -0.8 0.3

0 -0.8 0.4

0 -0.8 0.5

0 -0.8 0.6

0 -0.8 0.7

0 -0.8 0.8

0 -0.8 0.9

0 -0,8 1

weights(p) x1 x2

0 -0.7 -1

0 -0.7 -0.9

0 -0.7 -0.8

0 -0.7 -0.7

0 -0.7 -0.6

0 -0.7 -0.5

0 -0.7 -0.4

0 -0.7 -0.3

0 -0.7 -0.2

0 -0.7 -0.i
0 -0.7 0

0 -0.7 0.1

0 -0.7 0.2

0 -0.7 0.3

0 -0.7 0.4

0 -0.7 0.5

0 -0.7 0.6

0 -0.7 0.7

0 -0.7 0.8

0 -0.7 0.9

0 -0.7 1



weights(p) xl x2

0 -0.6 -1

0 -0.6 -0.9

0 -0.6 -0.8

0 -0.6 -0.7

0 -0.6 -0.6

0 -0.6 -0.5

0 -0.6 -0.4

0 -0.6 -0.3

0 -0.6 -0.2

0 -0.6 -0.1

0 -0.6 0

0 -0.6 0.1

0 -0.6 0.2

0 -0.6 0.3

0 -0.6 0,4

0 -0.6 0.5

0 -0.6 0.6

0 -0.6 0.7

0 -0.6 0.8

0 -0.6 0.9

0 -0.6 1

weights(p) xl yJ

0 -0.5 -1

0 -0.5 -0.9

0 -0.5 -0.8

0 -0.5 -0.7

0 -0.5 -0.6

0 -0.5 -0.5

0 -0.5 -0.4

0 -0.5 -0.3

0 -0,5 -0.2

0 -0.5 -0.1

0 -0.5 0

0 -0.5 0.1

0 -0.5 0.2

0 -0.5 0.3

0 -0.5 0.4

0 -0.5 0.5

0 -0.5 0.6

0 -0.5 0.7

0 -0.5 0.8

0 -0.5 0.9

0 -0,5 1



weights(p) x1 x2

0 -0.4 -i
0 -0.4 -0.9

0 -0.4 -0.8

0 -0.4 -0.7

0 -0.4 -0.6

0 -0.4 -0.5

0 -0.4 -0.4

0 -0.4 -0.3

0 -0.4 -0.2

0 -0.4 -0.1

0 -0.4 0

0 -0.4 0.1

0 -0.4 0.2

0 -0.4 0.3

0 -0.4 0.4

0 -0.4 0.5

0 -0.4 0.6

0 -0.4 0.7

0 -0,4 0.8

0 -0.4 0.9

0 -0.4 1

weights(p) x1 x2

0 -0.3 -1

0 -0.3 -0.9

0 -0.3 -0.8

0 -0.3 -0.7

0 -0.3 -0.6

0 -0.3 -0.5

0 -0.3 -0.4

0 -0.3 -0.3

0 -0.3 -0.2

0 -0.3 -0.1

0 -0.3 0

0 -0.3 0.1

0 -0.3 0.2

0 -0.3 0.3

0 -0.3 0,4

0 -0.3 0.5

0 -0.3 0.6

0 -0.3 0.7

0 -0.3 0.8

0 -0,3 0.9

0 -0.3 1
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weights(p) x1 x2

0 -0.2 -1

0 -0.2 -0.9

0 -0.2 -0.8

0 -0.2 -0.7

0 -0.2 -0.6

0 -0.2 -0.5

0 -0.2 -0.4

0 -0.2 -0.3

0 -0.2 -0.2

0 -0.2 -0.1

0 -0.2 0

0 -0.2 0.1

0 -0.2 0.2

0 -0.2 0.3

0 -0.2 0.4

0 -0.2 0.5

0 -0.2 0.6

0 -0.2 0.7

0 -0.2 0.8

0 -0.2 0.9

0 -0.2 1

weights(p) x1 x2

0.000024 -0.1 -1

0 -0.1 -0.9

0 -0.1 -0.8

0 -0.1 -0.7

0 -0.1 -0.6

0 -0.1 -0.5

0 -0.1 -0.4

0 -0.1 -0.3

0 -0.1 -0.2

0 -0.1 -0.1

0.000028 -0.1 0

0 -0.i 0.1

0 -0.1 0.2

0 -0.1 0.3

0 -0.1 0.4

0 -0.1 0.5

0 -0.1 0.6

0 -0.1 0.7

0 -0.1 0.8

0 -0.1 0.9

0.000024 -0.1 1



weights(p) x1 x2

0.080113 0 -1

0 0 -0.9

0 0 -0.8

0 0 -0.7

0 0 -0.6

0 0 -0.5

0 0 -0.4

0 0 -0.3

0 0 -0.2

0.000028 0 -0.1

0.096081 0 0

0.000028 0 0.i
000.2
000.3
000.4
000.5
000.6
000,7
000.8
000.9

0.080113 0 1

weights(p) x1 x2

0.000024 0.1 -1

0 0.1 -0.9

0 0.1 -0.8

0 0.1 -0.7

0 0.1 -0.6

0 0.1 -0.5

0 0.1 -0.4

0 0.1 -0.3

0 0.1 -0.2

0 0.1 -0.1

0.000028 0.1 0

0 0.1 0.1

0 0.1 0.2

0 0.1 0.3

0 0.1 0.4

0 0.i 0.5

0 0.1 0.6

0 0.1 0.7

0 0.1 0.8

0 0.1 0.9

0.000024 0.1 1
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weights(p) xl x2

0 0.2 -1

0 0.2 -0,9

0 0.2 -0.8

0 0.2 -0.7

0 0.2 -0.6

0 0.2 -0.5

0 0.2 -0.4

0 0.2 -0.3

0 0.2 -0.2

0 0.2 -0.1

00.2 0

0 0.2 0.1

0 0.2 0.2

0 0.2 0.3

0 0.2 0.4

0 0.2 0.5

0 0.2 0.6

0 0.2 0.7

0 0.2 0.8

0 0.2 0.9

00.2 1

weights(p) xl v2,

0 0.3 -1

0 0.3 -0.9

0 0.3 -0.8

0 0.3 -0.7

0 0.3 -0.6

0 0.3 -0.5

0 0.3 -0.4

0 0.3 -0.3

0 0.3 -0.2

0 0.3 -0.i
00.3 0

0 0.3 0.1

0 0.3 0.2

0 0.3 0.3

0 0.3 0.4

0 0.3 0.,5

0 0.3 0.6

0 0.3 0.7

0 0.3 0.8

0 0.3 0.9

00.3 1
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weights(p) xl xz

0 0.4 -1

0 0.4 -0.9

0 0.4 -0.8

0 0.4 -0.7

0 0.4 -0.6

0 0.4 -0.5

0 0.4 -0.4

0 0.4 -0,3

0 0.4 -0.2

0 0.4 -0.i

00,4 0

0 0.4 0.1

0 0.4 0.2

0 0.4 0.3

0 0.4 0.4

0 0.4 0.5

0 0.4 0.6

0 0.4 0.7

0 0.4 0.8

0 0.4 0.9

00.4 1

weights(p) xl t2
0 0.õ -1

0 0.5 -0.9

0 0.5 -0.8

0 0.5 -0.7

0 0.5 -0.6

0 0.5 -0.5

0 0.5 -0.4

0 0.5 -0.3

0 0.5 -0.2

0 0.5 -0.1

00,5 0

0 0,5 0.1

0 0.5 0.2

0 0.5 0.3

0 0.5 0.4

0 0.5 0.5

0 0,5 0.6

0 0.5 0.7

0 0.5 0.8

0 0.5 0.9

00.5 1
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weights(p) x1 x2

0 0.6 -1

0 0.6 -0.9

0 0.6 -0.8

0 0.6 -0.7

0 0.6 -0.6

0 0.6 -0.5

0 0.6 -0.4

0 0.6 -0.3

0 0.6 -0.2

0 0.6 -0.1

00.6 0

0 0.6 0.i
0 0.6 0.2

0 0.6 0.3

0 0.6 0.4

0 0.6 0.5

0 0.6 0.6

0 0.6 0.7

0 0,6 0.8

0 0.6 0.9

00.6 1

weights(p) x1 x2

0 0.7 -1

0 0.7 -0.9

0 0.7 -0.8

0 0.7 -0.7

0 0.7 -0.6

0 0.7 -0.5

0 0.7 -0.4

0 0.7 -0.3

0 0.7 -0.2

0 0.7 -0.1

00.7 0

0 0.7 0.1

0 0.7 0.2

0 0.7 0.3

0 0.7 0.4

0 0.7 0.5

0 0.7 0.6

0 0.7 0.7

0 0.7 0.8

0 0.7 0.9

00.7 1
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weights(p) x1 x2

0 0.8 -1

0 0.8 -0.9

0 0.8 -0.8

0 0,8 -0.7

0 0.8 -0.6

0 0.8 -0.5

0 0.8 -0.4

0 0.8 -0.3

0 0.8 -0.2

0 0.8 -0.1

00.8 0

0 0.8 0.1

0 0.8 0.2

0 0.8 0.3

0 0.8 0.4

0 0.8 0.5

0 0.8 0.6

0 0.8 0.7

0 0.8 0.8

0 0.8 0.9

00.8 1

weights(p) x1 x2

0 0.9 -1

0 0.9 -0.9

0 0.9 -0.8

0 0.9 -0.7

0 0.9 -0.6

0 0.9 -0.5

0 0.9 -0.4

0 0.9 -0.3

0 0.9 -0.2

0 0.9 -0.1

00.9 0

0 0.9 0.1

0 0.9 0.2

0 0.9 0.3

0 0.9 0.4

0 0.9 0.5

0 0.9 0.6

0 0.9 0.7

0 0.9 0.8

0 0.9 0.9

00.9 1
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weights(p) x1 x2

0.145791 1 -1

0 1 -0.9

0 1 -0.8

0 1 -0.7

0 1 -0.6

0 1 -0.5

0 1 -0.4

0 1 -0.3

0 1 -0.2

0.000024 1 -0.1

0.080113 1 0

0.000024 1 0.1

010.2
010.3
010.4
0i0.5
010.6
010.7
010.8
010.9

0.145791 i 1



Chapter 5

Conclusion

In conclusion to this thesis, we learn that by the Carathéodory's Theorem it guarantees

that any continuous measure cân be replaced by at least one finite discrete probability

distribution. Discretization of design space is very helpful in finding an optimal design

measure by programmed numerical technique. We also learned to const¡uct an optimal

design using a class of multiplicative algorithm which will obtain a convergence when

the criterion function is concave, for example, the concavity of the D-optimal design

criterion function ry'(ø). By the Vertex Di¡ection Optimality Theorem, we can deter-

mine whether a solution is at optimum by checking the conditions of vertex directional

derivatives. An optimal design depends on the type ofcriterion we are interested in and

the choice of model selected to fit the data. A relative fast algorithm was suggested. In

particular, some examples were provided in the thesis on how to construct a D-optimal

design. For linear regression models (4.1) - (a.4), we determined at which points in

the design space [-1,1], discretized in an equal inte¡val of 0.i, should observations

be taken and with y/hat proportions. This application can be made to other optimal

design criteria.

For linear regression models (4.1) - (4.4), we noticed that optimal designs have k
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optimal design points evenly spread out over the design space [-1,1] and are symmetric

about ze¡o. Optimal design points have conesponding optimal weights of 1/lc. Here k

is the numbe¡ of parameters in the models. This means that we achieved the co¡rect

solution for the D-optimal design.

One way to obtain better approximate designs is to discretize the interval [-1,1]

or [0, 1] into finer equal space of 0.01 or 0.001, sacrificing some progrâm running time

of the algorithm since larger vectots and matrices need to be processd by computer

software. In the future q¡e would like to work on this finer discretization of the design

space with a faster convergence rate in finding optimal designs.

We also would like to work on constructing optimal designs with á- and ,E- and

other optimality criteria, Some further explorations of the construction of optimal

designs are such as, other choices of l(.) or va,riations of /(d) or l(F) with two or more

free parameters for improving the performance of algorithm (3.13), and construction of

optimal designs for models non-linear in patameters.
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